Keg Of Beer Will Be Prize At Carnival

Award Will Go To Group Contributing Best Apparatus

GIRLS HELP 5:15

There will be two in the event contest at the All Tech Carnival, John Born, '41, chairman of the Tech Carnival Committee announced last night. A division of beer-guzzling will be the theme of the show and rules established.

The contest, sponsored by the 5:15 Club, is open to freshmen, dormitory, sophomore fraternity and graduate house groups. Orders of these groups will be held in a box to make charges of their entries. The exhibitors will be on display at the Carnival in the Main Hall of Walker on April 23, the Saturday of I.F. weekend.

Three Prizes Offered

First Prize will be a box of gill-alleyanat of beer. Runner up will receive three cases of beer. Any other case of beer, but the rerest for the group of the divided exhibit, according to the committees. Those who have the first prize placie evidently have not the moral courage to withstand the electric shocks and fiery fluids, which will be used.

The motto of the event will be "at applied mechanical advantage."

(Honored System Successful For T.E.N. Distribution)

Honor System Successful For T.E.N. Distribution

Tech man is honest, or at least 95 percent appears so from the result of the Tech man's honor system sales. Of the 100 copies removed from the boxes last week, only 5 percent were not purchased for.

The cigars are shipped in the March issue of T.E.N. were sold at the price of 50 cents at the Tech Tobacco Labratory, and the second floor of Building 19. The order is sent to the store in a box for fast and a sign-up sheet for subscribers.

The interfield test to determine the sales of the different colors of cigarettes extracted a large number of students. The results are not yet known, but will be announced in the next issue of T.E.N.

5:15-Dorm Dance Tonight At 9:00

Lee Forest And His Band Will Play For Dances In Walker Hall

Working under the hypothesis that "in the spring a young man's fancy turns to fancy," the 5:15 Club dormitories will undoubtedly ski on an incline towards the first of the week. P.M., 33-11 A.M.

The grand show is in Institute circles. Lee Forest and his band will provide the music for a feature is for the after are well known for their interpretations of the latest popular songs, and in the event and fast swing. Forest's organization by claps and girl vocal groups.

(Dorm Show "The Tikiquires"

Questions: "What do you think will be the outcome of the recent German advance in Eastern Europe?"

Martin S. Leisenfield, '35, Dormitory Editor: "I believe that there is a good chance that Germany will eventually overrun Eastern Europe and that the rest of the world will reactivate to the World War I."

"I believe we must give attention and support to the German people who have been ravaged in diseases and war.""tein.

Thomas Gouzoule, '40, Commuter: "The inevitable outcome will be a situation in which the American nations will enter into war."

"I believe that the United States will intervene in the war."
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?

What is right, and what is wrong? At first glance to many people that is the most simple of questions. It comes up many times each day, although perhaps not in those precise words, but still of great importance. Simple as those words seem, and simple as the problem appears, the question of right and wrong is one of the most profound and important questions that we have to cope with, and a definitive solution to it is at the same time a solution to the fundamental problem of our daily life: the code of behavior, or the code of behavior by which you live?

"Contravening the laws of good morals" is the dictionary's answer to the question we raise, and with that definition we have to cope with, and to learn to know well enough each of the men we vote for, to judge whether he is qualified to make important decisions. And the definition of a social whole is amicable accord, a social effort is being applied to the development of universal well-being and in the sense that it embodies the proper conception of representative government. We must elect men who are competent to govern, or our country will retrograde to the level of all misguided organizations.

WHO PAYS FOR FUNNYMAN

Last week someone pulled a stunt which was quite amusing—for some reason, painting the Institute lights a brilliant red tickled the funny bones of us scholastics a great deal. It was a reasonable and intelligent prank; it probably sprang full-armed from a slightly inhibited head. Here is a catch to this particular funnymen's idea. It is unoffensively reported that his branch will cost about forty dollars to clean up. In other words, what is true today was wrong yesterday, and may be right again some centuries from now. The question is: is that definition a true one? Are morals a mere matter of contemporary convenience? The definition? The custom? It is with this definition—and it is the one which is accepted by the great majority of people—seems to deny the existence of an absolute code of behavior.

Apparently the aim of civilization, taken as a social whole, is amiable accord, a smoothly running organization in which each individual may live with little interference in or by the affairs of the other's. The potentials of the human race are great, but the facts of birth and the existence of these potentials implies that there must be an absolute code of behavior, absolutely certain and universal.

The question is: is that definition a true one? Are morals a mere matter of contemporary convenience? The definition? The custom? It is with this definition—and it is the one which is accepted by the great majority of people—seems to deny the existence of an absolute code of behavior. Absolutely certain and universal.
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A science of behavior

The conception has evolved to the belief that our government is a government not elected by selected experts, but by any of our people, experts or otherwise, who can conceptually get themselves elected. It is a government by the people. This is the belief which has led much of the corruption in our government.

It was at the luncheon meeting that we were told that we must know well each of the men we vote for, to judge whether he is qualified to make important decisions. And the definition of a social whole is amicable accord, a social effort is being applied to the development of universal well-being and in the sense that it embodies the proper conception of representative government. We must elect men who are competent to govern, or our country will retrograde to the level of all misguided organizations.

The question is: is that definition a true one? Are morals a mere matter of contemporary convenience? The definition? The custom? It is with this definition—and it is the one which is accepted by the great majority of people—seems to deny the existence of an absolute code of behavior.
Basketball Games In Beaver Key Contest Deep In Competition

Twenty-Three Frats And Six Dorms Compete

Beta, A.T.O., Chi Phi And Monroe Teams Are Standouts

house-to-house basketball hit its stride at Technology last week as the first round of the Beaver Key tournament was completed. Twenty-three fraternities and six dormitory homes were represented in the competition, although most of the games resulted in lopsided scores. Delta Epsilon’s home court was seized by Lambda Chi Alpha by a score of 20-0; Clarion Docks’ one-bantinder in the final fifteen seconds of play decided the issue. Dolbin, Bill Skelton and Johnny Arnett accounted for six points each to make up the bulk of the scoring.

Chi Phi’s Best Beaks

Chi Phi’s basketeers took the measure of the Fresh Gym Team’s three-some by a score of 35-12, Loring winning the battle.

In Intramural basketball, the Delta Upsilon, Omicron Xi, Sigma Chi, and Theta Chi groups did not allow the average Joe much chance to score. The Lambda Chi Alpha brothers to a 28-8 winning over Theta Xi.

In the preliminary rounds, the Lambda Chi Alpha brothers were represented in this competition. The summaries are:

The summaries are:

Frosh Gym Team

Wins 34% to 19%
Team To Meet Dartmouth Frosh Saturday in Walker Gym; Chances Good

Agility and handball was helped the Freshmen Frosh Teams to a 30-21 win over the High School by a score of 34-19 at Tuesday afternoon in Walker Gym. The summaries are:

Spring is Here

A sure sign of spring is the beginning of outdoor sports at Technology. Already the lacrosse teams have begun their practice, the Theta Chi’s walked off with the inter-Fraternity Ping Pong Tournament.

In the finals. Whoever meets Stearns in the up and one defeat.

Spring is Here

The Theta Chi’s walked off with the inter-Fraternity Ping Pong Tournament for the second year in a row when they defeated the Lambda Chi Alphas 68. The tournament was held in an informal manner which should prove highly interesting. In this Saturday’s lineup

Carnival

The committee expects to have Carnival. Other outside clubs may successfully be performed at any time and place.
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that occurs before marriage is "can I afford to marry" according to the lecture. In answering this question, Mrs. Billson quoted statistics on the subject that showed that a majority of all married couples thought that expenses did not make a week's subsistence secure. Mrs. Billson supported the idea that an emergency fund should be set up to complement this income problem places the task of balancing the income and expenses incurred in running the home. She further emphasized that "money shouldn't be spent on bread and butter." At this point she cautioned that "men consider their income as an essential part of the budget. Under this heading comes travel expenses, recreation, and all expenses incurred in running the home. A surplus must also be maintained, and the surplus should be used in her case. It is essential that both partners work out the budget together and that a record of the expenditures be kept as a check on it."

Publications Available Many publications are available to help the man in his task of managing the domestic finances. Mrs. Billson said, that in the plan of saving the money which has been saved during the month, it can be used in her case.

Most of the one-buck items to be considered when making out the family budget are relatively fixed, such as the monthly pay check which should be saved. Mrs. Billson gave this item more emphasis over seemingly more important ones because of the ease with which the problem of saving can be neglected. She warned that the money should be saved for only those purposes which make the task of saving bearable and which would be set up to be consistent with saving account.

Food and Better Protoplasm The marital home is the most vital and shelter of one of the most vital facing the newly married couple and it is one that must be solved for the two vital couples because of the many complications which surround the problem. Mrs. Billson clipped from several standards to follow when packing out a house and gave a list of suggestions that exist in every home and those who select living quarters. Food is one of the most important factors in the life of a young couple. Mrs. Billson described the need of selecting and the likes and dislikes of the couple, the only requirements being that the food be adequate in both quantity and quality. She pointed out that most couples disregard an important item, cooking, when they must be kept on an economy roll. It is suggested that a substantial budget for the first year of the marriage be attempted, but that an emergency fund--the amount of each pay check--be used in her case. She pointed out that an emergency fund should be set up to complement this income problem places the task of balancing the income and expenses incurred in running the home.

Mathematics Society Recognized At the same meeting, the newly organized Mathematics Society was formally organized in accord with the constitution adopted. The purpose of the society is the advancement of the knowledge of Mathematics and to bring together students interested in the applied and theoretical aspects of that subject.

The Technology Debating Society has been organized with the purpose of encouraging and strengthening the interest in Mathematics. The Technology Debating Society is made up of the members of the Mathematics Club and the student body.

Science and Contingency Fund. The serve and Contingency Fund. The society is to advance the Science of Technology which the Institute champions, particularly in the Engineering Branch, which is composed of students and which in turn represent over 1,000 members of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

T.C.A. (Continued from Page 1) The Student Christian Movement, 19 West 48th Street. There will be dancing, singing, and refreshments for a thirty-five-cent bottle of Predoll Hair Tonic, which was announced that the Technology Chapter of Eta Kappa Nu, honorary science which the Institute champions, particularly in the Engineering Branch, which is composed of students and which in turn represent over 1,000 members of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

If you subscribe to The Technological Record, please renew your subscription in time to receive the May issue before the middle of the month. The Technological Record is published monthly at 94 Masschusetts Avenue, Boston, Mass., and is sent to students free of charge. But the subscription period expires on March 1st. It is therefore advisable to renew your subscription before this time.
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